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deckmaster
outdoes itself
The industry’s strongest
deck clip system yet
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he fasteners may be
hidden, but the strength
of the new Grabber
Deckmaster G6 Hidden
Deck Fastening System
is obvious. The previous
generation of Deckmaster clips was
already independently validated as
the strongest deck clip system available. Now the improved design of
the G6 system features four wings
for even more gripping power.

Hidden design,
strongest hold
The Deckmaster G6 system
securely grips deck boards to
permanently lock them into place
without traditional unsightly screws
on a deck’s surface. Its unique
undermount design uses fasteners at
two angles, virtually eliminating deck
racking and shearing. Consistent
spacing in board gapping is achieved
thanks to the uniform, unibody clips;
contractors can count on an even,
1/5th-inch gap between boards for a
beautiful, aesthetic finish.

The G6 system is
completely hidden for
greater aesthetics,
longevity and safety.
The four-wing
design self-gaps
with the industry’s
strongest hold.

Make the most of
your favorite decking
materials

Build more
attractive and
long-lasting decks
Because Deckmaster G6 clips
are completely hidden beneath
the deck boards, there are no
exposed screws or nails on the
deck surface. As such, moisture
won’t pool around and enter deck
boards and joists (the primary cause
of deck rot and fastener pop-ups)
and there’s no staining or splintering
around exposed screws.

Deckmaster G6 works with any
1/8-inch grooved decking, including
NyloDeck, Latitudes, Fiberon, TREX,
ChoiceDek, MoistureShield and
Gossen products. The system’s
GrabberGard advanced corrosion
protection is ACQ compliant and
1,000-hour salt spray/15 cycles
Kesternich testing certified.
Grabber complements this
unsurpassed level of durability
with a 30-year guarantee.
The G6 system is another
innovation from Grabber — the
brand contractors have come to
trust for exceptional performance.
Pros can find the G6 system through
leading dealers and distributors.
This season, deck projects are off
to a strong start. Find more details at
www.grabberman.com.

